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                                     Abstract

    In the present paper the author tries to show the following points: how the contact
metamorphism of a pre-existent rock with granite has caused migration of radioactive elements :

the more the crystallization gets advanced in hornfels, the mere radioactive materials it has

absorbed from granite and consequently become more radioactive; while in just contact or
near it the radioactive substances are concentrated in brecciated xenolith and dusty parts
altered from cordierite porphyroblast.

    Minute grains are greatly dependent, both in mineralogical varieties and in radioactive
order, upon the type of granite (stock or batholith) which contains them and, also, upon the
part of the reck mass (core er periphery) from which the sample is coliected.

    The quantity (or number) and the respective radieactive order of these grains stand in
so simple a relation that it can be illustrated by a neat lognormal distribution.

    What sort of radioactive element (whether thorium or uraniura or both) the nucleus
mineral contains is known from the nature (whether a ThC' ring or a RaC' ring) of the
pleochroic halo printed in granitic biotite. The TIi-U tendency, on the contrary, is deteri-
minable from the alpha tracks ef different length emitted by the nucleus mineral and their
divergent distributions. On this latter method it became obvious that, the iater the stage of
granite is, the more thorium and the less uranium the minute grains contain, as is the case
with biotite itself. This uranium leaching and thorium storage must ever have becerne
mere remarkable iri the later stages of the magmatic differentiation of igneous reck.

                                  Introduction

    Since the day of the epoch-making discovery of radioactivity itself at the close
of the Rineteenth century'), granite, the main constituent of the Earth's Crust, began

to be studied from a new point oÅí view. The studies were commenced first with
the rneasurement of its Radium content which remalns untill to-day the most precise
of all the measurements of radioactive substances of rocks2),3).
    The distribution of radioactive rnaterials in igneous rocks, especially granite`'8),

is worth our researches, for
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    1) granite, being the chief copstituent of the Earth's Crust, contains radioacÅíive

elements far more than any other rocks,
    2) the radieactivity of such elements seems to offer us the clue to all the
thermal phenomena in the Earth's Crust9),

    3) granite and granite pegmatite supply us Th-U minerals that enable us to
deterrnine the geologic age of rocl<s and minerals, and

    4) granite stands, directly or indirectly, in some re!atlon with the resources

of fissionable materials.

    Besides, the author hopes that these rnaterials in granite may serve as the trace

elements to granitic petrogenesis.

    Now in granite these materials are distributed in

        a) minute accessory minerals,
        b) '•principal minerals of later stage and
        c) deposit at the interstitials of crystals for leachable radioactive elernentie).

    The often related radioactive behavior of the graniteii) as a holocrystalline rock

is highly interesting both petrologically and geochemically. In a series of the
author's previous papers, firstly, two types of granite, namely, stock and batholith,

weye divided from each other, so as separately to treat the minute radioactive
minerals each of them contains8); then the thorium content was dedttced from the
radioactivity which each of allanite grains often seen in granite is ever emittingi2);

and finally, by pointing out the heterogeneous concentration of radioactive elements

partially in granitic biotite, the peculiarity of their migrating concentration to the

late deuteric stage was establishedi3).

    But two matters were left still uncertain: that is, radioactive equilibrium and

Th-U ratie. These two problems not on}y require much further investigations, but
can hardly be pursued separately. To determine the Th-U ratio, therefore, minute

crystals seeming to be already kept in that eqnilibrium were examined'`). This
attempt, however, will not be complete, without our careful studies on the micro-
dlstributions of these elements in mintite grains. The heterogeneous distribution !n

eaÅëh mlnute rr}inera!iS),i6), which was sometimes alluded to, is worÅíh our attention.

    Further investigations of the radioactive distribution in just contact rocks and

in xenolith facies, and of the variation of the paragenesis of minute radioactive
minerals, will be doing ever-increasing contributions to our science. Our 1<nowledge
of the bel)avior of radioactive elements in granite will not fall to offer tts an import-

ant clue to its petrogenesis in its post-orthomagmatic stage. In this paper a special

heed was taken to the stage of Th-U deposition in granite. For the problem of the
stage can not be solved as usual by a vague supposition that ascribes it to the

pegmatitic. Uranium behavior in granite, as already clear from the hitherto
achieved results concerning uranium ore deposites, is suggestive of lts origin of
much later stage than the pegmatitic. Of course, not so mttch complete solution,
but some small advancement, of this pxoblem is intended in this paper.
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                        Radioactivity of hornfe}s

Shishitobi eontact
   Tanakamiyama granite (T. G.) and Palaeozoic shale very clearly come in contact
at Shishitobii7) where, as shown in a map (Fig. 1), the Seta river and the Ooishi
brook meet. There stands, as the result of its resistance against erosion, a hill,
having been formed by the hornfels along the contact plane on the Seta river bank
slightly southward of the Shishitobi bridge.
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Figure 1 Geological map of Shishitobi and its vicinity

   In its jttst contact facies, the hornfels and granite are separated from each other

by a zone of aplite, which includes either pegmatitic parts or brecciated hornfels
with a colorless rirr} (see Fig. 2a). Colorless aplite veinlets are also seen running
into the hornfels (see Fig. 2b, 2c).

   Fine and colorless grained is aplite especlally along its contact part with horn-
fels, though not uniform in its breadth, but commonly from two to three mi!}imeters
wide. Next to aplite zone we see a pegmatitic one about ten centimeters in width,
iR which !argely crystallized biotite lamellae are mixed up with feidspar. This
pegmatite zone is followed by a coarse grained bioÅíite granite including considerable
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   Figure 2 Specimens ef contact roclc (Ooishigawa)

       Ho•••llornfels Ap•••Aplite Qu•••Qmartz
       Bi Peg•••Biotite Pegmatite

 a) The radioactive order stands very high in
 assembie, but the highest in the part of biotite

 b) Rather low in the regions where muscovite
 c) Generally speaking, radioactivity diminishes
 towayd the homfel$.
 d) Remarkably high acctivity observable on
 from granite is absent in iiarrow veinlets.

 e) The minute radioactive minerals found
 grains, a few of which, diverse as they are in
 together; and this is peculiar to hornfe}s and

     Dcbi9) means the total alpha track number which
 surface of rocl< per centimeter square and per day.

 grammes of uranium and 22 grarnmes of thorium per
 active equilibrium, must be emitting, from its
 to about Dct ww 60.

     It is

rock, as seen in Figure 2, is brecciated homfe!s
     The track counting was performed at
 square) by calÅëulat2ng point by point thought
 The value thus derived, which is not the average
 informs us of the distribution of the
     In this xenolithic hornfels (T.G. 770) ra
 of the white aplitic veinlet intruding into tlie
 thereiRto; not feeble (Dcb== 85)

 at its dusty part; in aplite surrounding the
 muscovite (some D. == 0-12) are the feeblest,
 siightly stronge;'. A fragment of this xenolithic

                                 both

                                in homfels

                                  never

                                    was
                                   For
                                    ton,
                               polished

very noteworthy that a comparatively high radioactivity in Sh

                                    surroimded

                                every
                                     to
                                     D.
                          radloactivity.
                                 dioactivity
                                   hornfels,
                   at the edge of that homfels and fairly strong

                                  xenolith
                                    but
                                     homfels

  radioactive elements, for instance,

  rnore than 3Å~10"i2 grammes
  radium per gramme of rocki8).
      In that just contact, the
  hornfels contains rauch biotite,
  many a fine grained tourmaline,
  and some oval muscovite clots
  (some three millimeters in size)

  which seem to have been
  changed from cordierite, but never

  fresh one. Fresh cordierite is
  seen.for the first tlme in hornfels
  at a distance of a quarter or ha]f

  a meter from the just contact.
      The radioactive distribution
  was found in hornfels as fo!lows:

  the regions where much biotite
and muscovite assemblages.
alone assemble.
  gradually from the just contact

  sides of aplite veinlets starting

      are zircon-like, rounded, fine
  shape, often seem as if c}ustered

    happens in granite.

    being emitted from the polished
  example, granite involving some 3
    wherever they are kept in a radio-

   surface, alpha particles amounting

                  ishitobi contact
          with aplitic granite.
  microscopic field (9.84Å~O.0! mm
    require its radioactive value.
    from the toÅíal surface of rock,

       is the highest on both sldes

        especially at the entrance
                       (D. == 280)
      quartz (about D. == 60) and
    albitic part (D. =85-145) is
         (the upper sma!1 part in
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Fig. 3) is highly radioactive

(D. =222-463).
    In xenolith radioactiviÅíy is

strong in the region containing

much zircon, and stiil
stronger in the biotite region
darkly clouded with irnperfect

p!eochroic haloes due to its
strong activity. The region
full of quartz is feebly radio-

active. We shou!d notice that
such exceptionally high radio-
activity (D.177, 183) is scat-

tered even!y in quartz. The
larger xenolith seems !ess
radioactive than the smaller

one.
    Similar in activity are
aplitic veinlets in xenolith
and aplite surrounding the
xenolith. In aplitic part
quartz is feeble (D. == 0-68),

albite fairly strong, biotite
still stronger (the average
value out of 5 cases in aplite

but pale green one rather
value out ef 5 cases.

stands rather high in the parts
cordierite, make an aggregate,
as is often the case with a

    In the
in its cloudy part, but rather
tourrnalinehornfels. Thisin
of radioactive elements into

    That the radioactive
supplied from the adjacent
Fig. 3, 4, the radioactivity is

runs through the xenolith. If
rocks in paragenetic relation to
In xenolith of biotite hornfels

radioactivity stands 2 times as

tourmaline 3-5 times as high
next comes feldspar, and biotite
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                       Å~ Xenolithic Hornfels Matrix Cg) Dusty Albite
                       O AIbite EJajr/ Biotite "rf Muscovite A Quartz

                     Figure 3 The radioactive distribution in the aplitic
                       granite and its hornfelsic xenolith

                              (Shishitobi contact T. G. 770-1)
                                The numbers indicate Dat.

                Dat == 265), and brown biotite the strongest (Ddi == 321),

              feeb!e, while in xenolithic one the Dcb == 236 ln its rnean
          The yesult thereof is illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4: radioactivity

                   where biotite and muscovite, probably changed from
                 and where biotite has forrned somewhat large crystals,
               druse pagmatite in granite.
just contact of hornfels, however, the radioactive order is strikingly high

                   low in noncloudy part mostly consisted of biotite
               dicates that the Eormation of hornfels and the migration
                them took place in different stages.

             elernents were not prirnodial in the original xenolith, buS
                granite, is evident from the fact that, as shown in
                  remarkab!e especially along the aplitie veinlet that
                    compared with this aplitic veinlet, minerals and
                   it are divergent in their activity as seen in Fig. 3.
                  consisted of small grained biotite and quartz, in part,

                   high as the aplite, and in dusty parts containing
                   as that. In aplite, however, quartz is the }owest,
                    is the highest: 3-5 times as high as the average
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Figure 4 The radioactive distribution in the
 aplitic granite and its hornfelsic xenolith

     (Shishitobi contact T. G. 770-2)
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 Microdistribution
just contact

Minute radieactive

of radioactivity

minerals

activity of the aplite. Mus-
covite is generally feeblei3).

Wherever hornfels and aplite
are found in contact zone, the

activity is much strongey
(about3times indeed) on the
hornfels side than on the
aplitic rock. It is often said
that the radieactive materials,

removed from granitic aplite,

were once concentrating in
xenolith; and this tendency
is founcl more stril<ing where

the xenolith is more coarsely
grained. As to the manner
of their distribution, in aplite

and granite they are concent-

rated in minute accessory
minerals, whi!e in homfels
they are scattered ali over.
In homfels, however, tkeir
concentration in certain
minute grains, as is the case
with granite, is seen where the

crystallization (or granitiza-

tion) is more advanced.
    Rcftdioactive behavior
varies from granite to hoxnfeis

as seen in Fig. 3, 4 cftnd 5. Tlie

former shows a thin section
sample from Shishitobi contact
of granite (T.G. 77e-1, 770-2)

wkh biotite teurmaiine
hornÅíels. Fig. 5 shows the
radioactivity of the contact
rock in which radioactive
elements are not concentrated
in some min.ute minerals but
scattered ali over. }Iere,
granite and hornfels show
little radioactive variation,
except the slight feebleness
in the just contact. If any
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 noticeable variation is found in centact granite, it is because the rock is more coarseiy

 grained and, therefore, some fiuctuation in the distribution of a}pha tracks is to be

 expected. As for the minute radioactive minerais, hornfels exceeds granite in their
 number, but fa!ls short in their activity. Hence, if these minute minerals of strong
 radioactivity are taken into account, granite exce!s hornfels in its total activity.

     In Åíhe other sample Shishitobi just contact hornfeis (T. G. 770 a), a boundary
 is seen under the microscope between aplitic granite and biotite hornfeis. The Ddi
 cottRts 134.2 at that boundary in the hornfels, but diminishes as is removed from
 it; for iRstance, to 129.2 at a spet removed 5mm from it and to 112.5 at another
 spot removed 10mm from it. In most parts within 5mm from it minute radio-
 active minerals (chiefiy zircon) are comparatively abundant, and l5.5iOoi-10.996 of

 the total alpha tracks were radiated from them, but in other parts removed 10mm
 from it such minerals are less abundant and the percentage is reduced to 3.49o!
 (wherever five or more alpha tracks are radiating from a point in the piate, we
 suppose there lies in the thin section a minute radioactive mineral corresponding to
 it.) Thus we see in the hornfels a tendency that its tota} radioactivity diminishes
 as is removed from the boundary, but not so abruptly as the number of such
 minerals does. Generally the radioactivity of a hornfels depends, indeed, upon that
 of its country rock (granite), but here in the aimost perpendicular contact plane of
 Shishitobi granite the radioactive effect seems to exteRd over some meters thick, for

 example, the D. was 78.3 at a point 4 meters from the contact.
     The alpha radioactivity gradual!y increases in hornfels toward the just contact,

 and is either concentrated in certain minute minerals or so broadly scattered in the
 rock that the radioactive origin is hardly discernible. This increase is rnore striking

 in the case of concentration than of broad distribution.

     Where the Ooishi brook joints the Seta river there lies a phyllitic hornfels in .
 the same dip and strike as its contact plane with crushed leuco granite. This horn-
 feis consists of two parts; the one is almost transparent tiny lens chiefly cordierite
 porphyroblast blended with muscovite and quartz, and the other dark, opaque part.
 D. count in the former 82.2 and in the latter 74.4. This result contradicts, indeed,
 our expectation of the radioactive concentration a}ways in the dusty parts of the
 rock. But it is no wonder, 2f we consider that the often said cordierite porphyro-
 blastic part has been playing the part of drusy pegmatite.
     Tachiki-kannon hornfels (T. G. 426) consists, as its thin section of rock (Fig. 6)
 shows us, of the fol}owing parts: the first is a biotite hornfels abundant in quartz,
 the second and the fourth are dusty biotite ones, while the third is mainly cordierite
 porphyrob!ast. The Dw is 41.8 in the first, 25.4 in the second, i37.7 in the third, and

 19.7 in the fourth. The first and the third contain minute radioactive minerals,
 while the second and the fourth are devoid of them. Hence the astonishingly feeble
 activity of the second and the fourth is ascribable to the excessive concentration of

 the e}ements in the third.
    The microscopic distribution of radioactive elernents in a thin section of hornfels

is ciearly shown from a sample of contact rocks (T. G. 429-2) obtained from the
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       Figure 6 Hornfels of Tachiki-Kannon

est at the matrix. This suggests us no less than that
radioactive materials were concentrated at the dark
and/or at the porphyroblast of cordierite, in other

were influenced by a solution containing radioactive
and biotite constituting the matrix underwent no
recrystallization from shaly material.

    Hakamagoshi roof pendant near Shishitobi (See
between Tanakamiyama granite and adjacent hornfels,

Figure 7 Brecciated hornfels of Hakamagoshi

 roof pendant at the Tachiki-
 kannon. We perceive in this
 rock that the cordierite has
 been changed from place to
 place into the aggregates of
 muscovite. The radioactive
 order of this rock as a whole
 shows Dpt=46, that of the
 muscovite aggregates changed
 from cordierite shows D.==182,
 and that of the dark cloudy
 parts shows D.=292. That is,
 in such a hornfels as this the
 radioactive elements are distri-

 buted most densely at the dark
 cloudy parts, next comes the
 altered cordierite, and the dilut-

    in the formation of hornfels
 cloudy parts rich in tourmaline

words, that the above-said parts
   substances, while the quartz
 chemical change, despite of a

    Fig. 1) makes a boundary
   or more correctly, the latter

covers the'former as the
contact and, having suffered a
silicification, is not very strong-

ly radioactive, nor uniform in
its alpha radioactivity (D.) (See

Fig. 7): 1) quartzite breccia
13.0 2) quartz biotite hornfels
23.7 3) biotite hornfels 25.9
4) silicified biotite hornfeis 31.9.

Other samples (T.G. 488-
T.G. 490) abundant in quartz
and removed several meters
from the granite have the activi-

ty of D.=34.3 and 30.2.
That is, within several meters
from the boundary this hornfels
shows no big radioactive varia-
tion.
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 DaraGani contaet

     At Daradani, the western boundary of
 T.G., granite and Palaeozoic formation
 come in contact, where aplite has been
 much developed at the just contact and
 mined as pettery stone because of its
 scarce ferrugineity. The relationship oÅí
 various rocks at the time of fresh cut-
 Åíing is given in Fig. 8 which illustrates
 how it traverses from }euco-granite and
 quartzite, which has suffered granitiza-
 tion, to hornfels.

     Rocks of Daradani, Tanakamiyama,
 are :
 A) In foot wal} at the contact facies,
 changed from chert by virtue of a contact

 center, though sllghtly
 able radieactivity is observed. This feeble
 to its situation as a foot wall rock.

 B) Muscovite leuco-granite which,
 radioactive centers, namely, either
 sometirnes something like metamorphosed
. this rocl< is Dca =94.2,

 minerals. Between A and B there is no
 The micaceous secondary

Figure 8 A cutting of Daradani pottery
 stone quarry

                fine grained quarÅízite which, haviRg been
                meÅíamorphism, is devoid of its radioactive
!njected through by sericitic veinlets, along which no remark-

                  radioactivity of D.==18.4 is due probably

                                 having suffered a deuteric action, inc}udes many
                                  irregularly shaped, dusty, opaque materials or
                                        fine zircon grains. The radioactivity of
                    and 62 percent of this activities is due to the minute radieactive

                                      distinct boundary ln tlie field observation.
                        minerals-together with the dark red grains looking like
hematite and iormed especially between quartz and feldspar-are not on}y abundant in

quantity, but also as strongly radioactive as abottt Tpt == 0.3. Quartz at Shishltobi
centact, Tanakamiyarna, often includes zircon-like rounded minerals devoid of their
idiomorphic crystals, metamict, similar to zircon iR their refractive index, and witk
the radioactivity of some Tpt==l2; they are too fine in size to be identified as
thorite, akhough their Åírack length suggests us of their thorium content. Slightly
more alpha tracks than average are being emitted from the potash feldspar parts
which has suffered a censiderable kaolinization.

C) The wall rocks, at wliich leuco-granite, graniÅíized hornfels and bioke granite
come in contact with each other, is fairly sSrong in radioactivity. As to the granitic
part, the radioactivky stands fairly high (about Dw =234.7) in very dusty albite
and b2otite parts, but quite !ow (lower than le) in slightly cloudy orthoclase and
quartz parts, and moderate (some 85) in a part full of sericite• As for the coarse
grained granitized hornfels, the c!ot of biotite is the most radioactive (about 345),
while the matrix part, where biotite and quartz are rr}ixed up, is very divergent in
activity (some 137); similar in radioactive order is also the part full of muscovite
(probably changedi from cordierite).
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D) Next to C (biotite hornfels Dct == 60.1) we!l developed porphyrltic quartz which
shows fair!y high yadioactive order. Noteworthy is the slight radioactivity observ-

able at the dark parts of limonitic deposit. In radioactivity quartz part is feeble
D. =l2) but, if the biotite therein is coarse grained with cloudy dust, much stroRger

(even Ddi==122). If the biotite is in intergrowth with reddish limonitic minera!s,
then oÅíten as streng as 342. Generally, slightly feebler (about 42) ln smaller grains

of quartz and biotite, and very feeble (less than 10) in stil} finer grains of quartz.

E) Leuco-granite, just like the aÅíoresaid B, has it$ radioactivity as Dca=139.0, but

shows no distinct limit in its outcrop from D. Biotite is fairly radioactive (some
183), quartz very feebie (less than 10), potash feldsper and albite fall just between

the former twe, unless some minute but strong}y radioactive rninerals is included
!n the latter, as is sometime the case with them.

F) As for the biotite hornfels, the radioactivity is strong (D.=84.4) iR a part
rich in biotite, and still stronger (even 212) especially in another part ful! of yed

iimonite-!ike material (its radioactive erigin must be of Thorium, because 25 per
cent of the total tracks are over 20 microns), but ratherfeeble (some l2) in a part
rich in quartz, and slightly stronger (nearly 49) in another part full of muscovite

pxobably changed from cordierite.

G) In cordierite hornfels including tourmaline, the radioactivity was found to be
some 18 in the eordierite part, but generally about 3e.0 in rnatrix part (biotite horR-

fe!s) and stronger than in the former.

H) That quartzite slightly containing biotite has been metamorphosed probably
from chert, is completely the same in its petrological character as what was stated
under the head A, and very feebly radioactive (8.12).
    In brief, the redioactive varieties were found with Daradani homfels:

1) Where there is abundant qucnrtz, it is weaker than D.==10.
2) Where there is full of biotite, it is mostly stronger than D.==200 and, if
    mixed up with reddish limonite, it amounts even to more than D. == 600.

3) In muscovite clots prebably changed from cordierite, it is stronger than in
    quartz but feebler than in biotite clots. Fresh cordierite homfels is also general-

    }y feeble in activity.

    The Dat=26.5 is the quartzite contact rock (S.G. 634 Suzuka granite) near
Suzuka Pass, which containes much quartz and a}most entirely lacks biotite. But we
can find ilt other parts ef this quartzite that the activity shows D.== 31.9 in red-
brownish parts (probably alteration product from biotite). The quartz brecciated
biotite hornfels (S.G. 635), Dof- 44-.6-42.4 in activity, much resembles Hakamagoshi
rock both in appearance and in radioactivity. As for the mylonitic rock near that
Pass, the activity is not muchdifferent (Dat==129.1) from that of the granite in low

gracke mylonite (S.G. 636) still retaining its granitic texture, but much lower (D. ==

59.e) in leuco-granite (S.G. 625) whose biotite was altered under the influence oi
breaching. But such a rock contains reddish stains whose activity is remarkably,
though not invariably, strong: D.ex=357, 780, 1726, 1892 and so on, and such a thing
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is never expected in quartz and feldspar.
    The radioactive degree of contact metamorphic rocks of Tanakamiyama granite
caii be designated oR the autoradiographic method by D. as shewn in Table 1. It
generally stands iower than that of original granite but higher than that of sedimen-

tary rocks of Palaeozoic Formation. In the thin sections eÅí rocks we perceive that
the radioactive elements are scattered more uniformly in hornfe}s than in granite.
But it is likely that the coarser the quartz, feldspar and"biotite grains in hornfels

Table 1 Radioactivity of Tanakamiyamahornfels and others

Locality Rocl<
Radio-
activity Sample
  D.

Locality Rock
Radio-
activity
  D.

Sample

Daradani

Hakamagoshi

Tachiki

Shishitobi

Kurahone

Tashiro

hornfels

quartz
hernfels

quartzite

quartzite

hornfels

hornfels

homfels
hornsels

hornfels

liornfels

hornfels

quartz
hornfels

quartzite

hornfels

hornfels

hernfels

hornfels

hornfels

hornfels

qttartzlte

quartzlte

hornfels

hornfels

homfels
hornfels

hornfels

quartzlte

60.1

84.4

30.0

!o.o

18.4

 8.4

23.5

34.3

30.2

73.8

48.l

60.0

65.2

84.0

 69.0

 82.0

 74.4

 30.0

!25.5 (3)

179.9 (2)

 39.1 (2)

 332
 40.8

 81.6 (2)

 50.8 (2)

51.6

55.7

51.0

44.9 (3)

D
F

G
c

A
H

488

489

490

431

426

424
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are, the more abundant are zircon and other minute minerals into which the radio-
active elements are condensed. The radioactivity of homfels depends 1) upon that
of the original granitic rock aRd 2) upon its distance from the just contact with
granite and thelr relative situation.

         The radioaetive ekaracteristie of minute ninerals in granite

    It was often said in previous papersi6) (I8) and II'2)) of the great varieties of

these minute inclusions which differ in the amount of radioactive e!ements, and in
other papers'`)}20) of their divergent Th:U tendencies.

    Now, are the volumes and the radioactivities of these minute grains kept in the
same relation through all different samples? Kere let us take up zircon, monazite
and some other accessory minerals and, for convenience's sake, give up coarse grained
and feebly radioactive ones like ailanite, sphene and so on.

    Fqr, if a coarse grained allanite or sphene, say 2 mm in diameter, in a thin section was
compared with a much finer zicon or monazite crystal, our results would be little trust-worthy.

    In Fig. 9, which illustrate the velumes and radioactivities (Tat) of the above
$aid minerals, the abscissa indicates their radioactive order, for instance, T. == 1.26

is to be fottnd at the point of 1.2, whi!e the ordinate their resp3ctive velumes.

   Note: the number of sections constituting a histogram informs us of the nurnber of
minute grains of the same radioactive order. (Grains higher in radioactivity than Tco =24
were as follows: Tat =15.50 (e.041xO.01 rnm2), T.==16.80 (O.09xO.01mm2), Tct=:26.10 (O.014Å~

O.01 mm2), T.=29.40 (O.012Å~O.01 mm2).
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    Eight Shishitobi (Tanakamiyama) samples (all lacking allanite) are exempiified
in Fig. 9, Åírom which we can clearly percekve a }ognorm.al distribution between the
appearance frequency oÅí those minute minerals and their radioacÅíive order. Though
rare and generally fine grained, minute crystals of extraordinary high activity are
found among a multitude of them.
    ]slow, these minute minerals can be divided into some groups of different fadio-
active order. Then, which of these groups is most contributing to the Åíotal radio-
activity of the sample? From Fig. 9 it is evident that the group of some Tpt'-t-. 1.4

is the most dominant radioacÅíive source oÅí it; that next come the groups from
Tct=:0.5 to 5; and that other groups higher and Iower than that play no.important
part in constituting the rock radioactivity. Especia}ly in granitic rocks !ying near
the contact, zifcon, monazite and xenotime grains belong to the strongly radioactive
group, though not unifostm in their Th-U ratio. In number zircon seems far to
surpass monazite and xenotime.
    As for Shindenba quarry, xenolith-like granite sample contains 1.72xiO-i2g/g
radium, and feebly radioactive zircon grains are found there in the dark ovoid
xenolkh. (Compare Fig. 9 with Fig. iO. Generally the rock radioactivity depends
chiefiy upon those which are represented by the densest and highest parts in Fig. 9

and 10). Four granitic samples (a, b, c and d) were collected from near Shishitobi
contact, and their minute inclusions under T. = 7 are shown in Fig. 11, while those
over Tdi=:7 are five grains: (a) T. == 8.5 (O.029Å~O.01 mm2), (b) T. =-' !2.4 (O.081Å~

O.01mrn2), T.=26B (O.094xO.01mm2), (c) T.==10.04 (O.035xO.01mm2), (d)
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T.==7.14 (O.037xO.01mm2). Now it becomes evident from Fig. Il that (a) and
(b), farther removed fyom that contact, are rnuch wider in radioactive range than
(c) and (d), in which feebly radioactive minerals are abundant. As a rule, these
rocks are highly radioactive and, according to Asayamai8), sample (b) (T.G. 224)
contains 2.07xiOwa'2g/g of radium.
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    As for Akao (a) and Nango (b) samples at the north west part of Tanakami-
yama, see Fig. 12 which, •like Fig. !1, informs us that highly radioactive grains
are existent in them, namely, so high as T. == 15.6 (O.041 xO.01 mm2) in the former
and T. h- 20.3 (O.056xO.01 mm2) and T. == 14.7 (O.073xO.01 mm2) in the latter.

    Fig• 13, 14 and 15 il!ustrate Mikumo granite samples whose minute minerals,
with very few exceptions, are of a quite uniform tendency (Tec<1): a tendency
entirely different Åírom that of Tanakamiyarna granite (Fig. 11, i2 and 20). This is
due, as is evident from the radium content distribution map,'8) to different radium

content in thern, namely, over 1.5Å~10-'2g/g in Tanakamiyama granite, but under
l.0Å~lem'2g/g in Mikumo samples. In such granite whose radium content is under
l.0Å~10-'2g/g, as a rule, the minute zircon grains buried in biotite fiakes aye thelr

sole radioactive inclusions.
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   Somewhat aliniated from this rule, nevertheless, are Mikumo samples (see Flg.
15b) which were invaded through by some veinlets of pegmatitic solution greatly
to affect the radioactive content of theiy minute inclusions (over Tca>7 grains:
T. =10.5 (O.06xO.01 mm2) T. == 10.6 (O.012Å~O.01 mm2)). As for their distribution,
see Fig. 5 in report I,S) in which it is quite noteworthy that, the population of grains

and their radioactivity are the least in granitic pegmatite, more in adjacent schistosed

granite, and the most in their contact part.

   Samp!es (a) (M.G. 529) and (b) (M.G. 654) in Fig. 13 much alike in their
tendency and in their petrographic characteristics were exemplified in Report I under
the head of Mikumo type gyanite; sample (a) (Fig. i4) illttstrates biotite syenite
known as Murayama pottery stofie. The fact that this pottery stone be!onging to
so different a sort of rock shows still a quite similar inclination, simply because it
lies near these granite, deserves our attention. Sample (b) shows the re$u}t fyom
two thin sections of M.G. 521 (Ra = 0.53Å~10-i2g/g).
    Ootorii samples T.G. 712, 750 and 778 (see (a) in Fig. 16) containing minute
crystals surpassing Tcb==7 in their activlty: T. == 8.6 (O.Ol35xO,01 mm2) T. =10.0
(O.01 65 Å~ e.01 mm2) T. == 13.4 (0.37i Å~ O.01 mm2) T. == 14.8 (O.0427 Å~ O.01 mrn2) and

T. ==16.0 (O.073xO.01 rnm2), are similar in its tendency to Tanakamiyama granite
(T. G. 712-1.86Å~10m"i2g/g Ra, T. G. 750-1.48Å~10m'2g/g 1?a) Samples 802 and 8eO
(see (b) in Fig. 16) have much ln common with Mil<umo type granite, though in
sample 800 zircon grains contained in biotite aloRe are Tca<0.6 and more radioactive
inclusions are found in quartz and fe}dspar. (T. G. 800-0.92Å~10-'i2g/g Ra).
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    Such a difference as this, despite their related granitic mass as well as their
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attributed to the fact that it belongs to the•stock type, and available samples are
from the outcrop where the stock apex is exposed to our eyes.) Compare (a) with
(b) in the Fig. 16: what was absent in Fig. (b) is added in Fig. (a); and Fig. 13,

l4 and l5 except Fig. 15 (b) are summarized in Fig. I7. The radioactive
characteristics of minute inc}usions in Ryoke type granite will be quite clear from
comparison of the two Fig. 9 and 17.
    Schlstosed or not as they are, Konze, Asamiya and Kabuto rocks-adjacent to
Mikumo granite and ail belonging to the Ryoke type-are much resembling "one
another (see Fig i8). By the way, Asarniya sample (M.G. 843) near the contact
is rather rich in radium (order of stcck type granite) for a granitic rock of bathelith

type, but in its radioactive inclusions nothing distinguishes it from the rest of the
Ryoke type granite (Fig. 19a).
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    Fig• 20 illustrates some Tanakamiyama granite samples (a-550, i.87Å~10-i2g/g
Ra, b-812, c-440, 2.06Å~10-i2g/g Ra, d-738, 3.23xiO-'2g/g 1?a, e-707, 1.81><
10-i2g/g Ra, f-271, 1.75Å~10-'2g/g Ra and g-461). But, as for radioactive minerals
over T. = 7 : b- T. = 18.7 (e.023 Å~ O.01 mrn2), T. == 21.9 (0.1 94 Å~ O.el mrn2), c- T. =:

22.5 (O.014Å~O.01 rnm2), T. ww 29.4 (O.012Å~O.01 mm2), e-T. == 26.4 (0.63Å~O.01 mm2)
and g-Tto ex 23.0 (e.043xO.01 mm2). Despite its 1.75Å~10-i2g/g radittm content, in
sample f (from near Suishyedani pegmatite) rather few minute crystals are radip-
active, probably because of the abundance of coarse grained secondary radioactive
minera!s. In sample e (T. G. 707) minute minerals uncler Tct == 0.6, ail contained in
biotite, are mostly zircon and the rest are allanite. (In Tanakamiyama granite, as
is tlie case with this sample, radioactive allanite grains are seen only in the xenolith).

           Mintite radioactive minerals axxd tkeir p}eoehloic kaloes

    As already stated in a previous paper (IV)i`), the thorium and uranium content
of minute radioactive minerals contained in thin sections of granite can be measured
on our autoradiographic method. In ether words, so far as the radioactivities of these
minute minerals are in their radioactive equilibrium, the distributien of alpha tracks
of different length informs us the Th-U ratio. But are such Th-U values thus
measured really reliable? To answer this question, let tis turn te the pleochroic
haioes found in biotite flakes in granite,2X),22),23),2't)

    By the way, the minute radioactive miRetals in gxanite thin sections which we
now deal with cftre of 10-!OO mlcrons in diameter and mostly of 30-50 microns in
size, while the thin section which contains them is about 30 microns thicl<. There-
fore, the most preferable for our measurement are the minute radioactive minerals
of at least over 30 microns in dimensions.2`)

    Such a radioactive mineral that happened, early enough in geologic age, to be
contained in a biotite fiake maust have created around itself a pleochroic halo. Andi

whether the hcalo is ef uranium or of thovitim or of binary origiR is known by the
peculiay size of that halo. Fer, a thorium halo of Th C' origin is about 41 microns
in radius, that of Th A some 27 microns, while an uraniuin halo of Ra C' (frigin
is about 32 microns iR radias and that ef Ra A some 23 microns. This enables
the semiquantitative determaination of the thorium ancl uranium ratio now in question.

    The author took up a minute mineral whose thorium and uranium contents had
already been known on some other methods and then made an autoradiographic
examination of the respective distributions of alpha tracks oÅí different length. (The

ET-2E photo plates then used had 50 microns thick emulsion.) The ratio of the
number of alpha tracks !onger than 30 microns to the total track number was found,

in the case of an allanite grain (Kitashirakawa granite) whose radioactive content
was mostly thorium, 5.49o' biit the case of a zircon (the same granite) whose raclio-
active substance was greatly uraniferous, 1.7f06.

    But the Th-[f tendency in a nucleous mineral (Gyojayama granite) which carries
a thorium halo around it is illustrated in Fig. 21 and Table 2 in which the above
said ratio is most often falling between 5.0 and 5.5 per cent. Even a,fter the possible
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ffuctuation caused by the comparative $carcky

of aipha tracks longer than 30 microns has
been taken into consideration, this very cleary

lnforms the tendency that thorlnm is the
unique radioactlve content therein.

    Otherwise, Table 3 illustrates Th-U com-
poslte haloes andi uranium ones. The often
said ratio is smaller than 2.4!0o' in the latter,

namely, alpha tyacks longer than 30 microns
are Åíound less thak one; once 2 in 110.
Therefore, if the exposure is prolonged till

the total track number may be some 2eO, the
nearly 1.796.

                                         Table
  Table 2 Thorium haloes and their minute
          nuclei (I<ameoka granite)
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3
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    Now come the composite haloes (see, also, Table 3) which occupy a medium
position between the genuine uranium and the pure thorium mineral. And all this
assures us of the reliability of our track iength method concerning the Th-U tendency

in each minute mineral. In other words, if its mineral size, its weathering and
metamorphism, the total alpha track number ever emitting from it, are taken into
consideration, its Th-U ratio will be quite evident from the pecuiiar distribtttions
of alpha tracks of different length. The rate of alpha tracks longer than 30 microns

among the total track number amounts, for instance, to about 17.8/Oo! in allanke
(Kitashirakawa granite) whose radioactive tendency in chiefiy thorium, but to 6.49o'
in zircon grains (the same granite) in which uranium is its main radieactive
substance. It counts 7.7-10.0.0o/ in minute grains (Tanakamiyarna granite: T.G.
800) each of which carries composite haloes: a Ra C' halo (32 microns in radius)
includes inside it another faint Tk A halo (27 microns in size). This clearly lnforms

us the great supremacy of uranium cdntent over thorium. It shows, en the other
hand, 8.6-9.5.06 in other grains (the same granite: T.G. 895) which also carry
composite haloes: but this time a faint Th C' halo is seen around an overexposed
Ra C' halo. This a!so affirrns us the sarne supremacy of uranium over thorium.

               Th-U tendency ef the minute aecessory minerals

    It was stated in another paper (IV)i`) that the Tli-U ratio iR various minute
minerals contained ln granite are rendered measurable by counting the distributions of
different a!pha track !ength peculiar to each of these two elements. (Before alluding
some results concerning these ratios, it must be remembered that the values given here indicate

the ratios, not of the real quantities of, but of the alpha activitias emitting from, these two
elements contained in minute grains. Hence, for example, Th--36 means that 36% of the total
activities are being originated from Th and 64e/a are from U content.) Many an auto-
radiogyaphic attempti5),35) was dene to know the ratio between granium and thorium
content by the traÅëk distribution of different !ength. But, so far as minute radio-
active minerals are concerned, twe assumptions are.essential, namely, the uniform
distribution of the radioactive elements in those grains and the radioactive equi!ibrium

of the active elements in them. The former requires a careful microscopic observation
of the thin section of rock containing them. As for their inequilibrated condition,
the matter is two-fold: in case of an equilibrium soon to be restored we have to
observe only the emanat!ng power from the minerals, but in case of an equiiibrium
to be restored in numerous years the uranium radium ratie becomes more important.
    Specimens availed from Shishitobi contact of granlte and homfels (T.G. 770) show
that fine zircon grains are contained in the above said aplite. (See Fig. i8, p. 268
and p. 266 in report IV.)

    It was already made clear from allanite samplesi2) that higher percentage of this ratio
suggests us that, in that grain, thorium supersedes uranium in amount. In minerals whose
radioactive element is Åëhiefiy thorium, in fact, the perÅëentage Iies between 16.60/o and 19.10/oi2).

    It is usually said that the granitic zircon coRtains various Th-U ratio25), but we
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do not know their petrological meaning. Kere in this case, it is evident that Th is,

qualitatively, incomparably higher in these zircon grains. In this respect they are
much different frem Kitashirakawa zircon grains.'`) Though it is hard to exp!ain
why the percentage is so high as 34.7.06 in one of them, these zircen must be rich
in thorium. Fig. i4 in the report IV'`) illustrates the Th-U tendency observed in

Table 4 Thorium uranium tendency of the minute minerals in granites

Sample
Number Localky

                       The track num-Host Mineral Tetal ffaCk ber longer than
              nurn el' 2o 'r                          mlc ons

%

a 295

697-2

750

864-3

near Daradani biotite

Konze
Ootorii

Fudoiwa

biotite

quartz
biotite

 81

 70

107

 96

 55

27

26

9

8

5

9

4

2

2

11.2

11.4

 4.7

 9.4

 7.3

 7.1

 7.7

b 750

44e

Ootorii

Kiriu

rnuscovite

altered biotite

rnuscovite

 25

 23

 55

142

5

6

11

27

20.0

26.2

20.0

19.2

c 278

281

t

Daradani

Daradani

ieuco granite

leuco granite

 31

 17

117

 30

 16

(65

 69

 52

83

6

6

23

8

4

3

16

8

21

19.3

35.3

196
26.6

25.0

 4.6)

23.2

15.4

i3.2

d 772-1

77e-2

Shishitobi

Shishitobi

leuco granite

leuco granite

 64

26

 34

 33

 59

23

44

 12

 71

 95

134

10

4

6

11

8

4

8

5

13

15

20

15.6

15.4

17.6

33.3

13.6

17.4

18.2

23.1

18.3

16.0

14.9
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two minute mlnerais contained in !euco-granite B at Daradani contact zone. ef these
zircon-like grcnins (a) exists at the boundary between quartz and albitlc p}agioclase,
while (b) in orthoclase. Both are rich in thorium, for their longer tracks over 20
rrxicrons occupy !4.6 and i9.7 percent of their total track number. (Note: line 9,

page 265, Report IV "-to be uraniferous" reads "-to be thorium rich") These
zircon-like and thorium rich minute minerals are not rare. So is it in the leuco-gyanite ;

to the Th-U tendency in zircon grains in normal granite, see Table 4.
    A!1 the minute minerals shown in Tab}e 4 (a) are rich in uyanium and either
inclusions in fresh biotite or minute grains devoid of muscovite. The minute grains
of (b) are rich rather in tkorium and either accompany muscovite or exist in altered
bietite as its inciusions. It was already reported of the monazite inclusions contained

in Tanakamiyama muscovite as its minute radioactive minerals. In Table 4 (b)
they seem to be also minute monazite. Important is the fact that muscovite and
altered biotite contain minute minerals rich in thorium, while fresh brown biotite and

quartz contain tiny inclusions rich in uranium, and that both cases are observable
often in a single thin section of the same rock. But it must not be misunderstood
that fresh biotite always lacks accessory mineya!s rich in thorium. On the contrary,
the Daradani contact samples c (278, 281), both being }euco-granite, tell us that
nearly all the minute minerals are thoriurn rich, though in one of them the percent-
age is as low as 4.6. These minera}s tend to be thorium rich a}so in leuco-granite at
Shishitobi contact of hornfels with just contact. But obviously uranium rich are the
zirÅëon-like grains in iresh brown bietite flakes of Fudoiwa granite on Tanakamiyama.

    In rocks in their deuteric stage the uranium therium behavior demands our
further investigations. But
thorium seems to constitute Table 5 Th-U tendency of zircon in the granitic biotite

their leading radioactive
content of the minute grains

contained in rocks accom-
panying muscovite, for ex-
amples, in !euco-granite,
leuce-aplite, low grade my!o-

nite and cemmon two mica
granite. Generally, such
granitic rocks abundant in
muscovite or sericite are
feebler ln their radioactivity

than their cognate adijacent

rocks. This appears that,
due to an hydrothermal al-
terations, uranium and iron
were bleaclted out, when
thorium was remaining.
    Zircon grains found in

Sample Color of biotite
    (Xost) Th-l7 tendency

 T. G. 894
 T. G. 895

 T.G. 846-2
 T. G. 440

 Shindenba
  M.G. 521

  M.G. 505
  Shigaragi 831

 T.G. 896-3
 Ookawara 609
 K. G. 31
 T. G. 770
  (Hernfels)

 Chofukuji 242
(Quartz porphyry)

 T. G. 800

browR
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown

brown

green

16

17, 20, 23, 24

.10, 24

le

17, 20

o

7

0, 13, 23, 28, 31, 50

53, 43

49, 62

o

100

67

15, 25, 30, 32, 49, 56
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biotite ffakes are first taken

up to exemplify the
Th-U tendency therein (see
Table 5). The tendencies
are more fluctuating where
the host of these grains is
brown biotite.

    In comparison to Tana-
kamiyama granite (T. G.), lt
is characteristic of Mikumo
rock (M.G.) that U exce!s
Th in the ratio, so far as
zircon grains in biotite fiakes

are concerned. Asample of
Shigaragi 831 in Tab!e 4 is
the contact granite at ffata
which belongs to M.G. type.

    But the opposite Th-U
tendency is seen iR this sort

of zircon grains where their

biotite host lies either in

hornfels or iR quartz por-
phyry. And the latter ten-

dency seerns to be common
among granitic rocks lyiRg
near the contact.

    It must be noticed, how-
ever, that the Th-U ratio is

Rever uniform even in one
sample (T.G. 831) and in
the same thin section of it
(see Tabie 6). As already
said, in the same sort of

when their host is muscovite
    Such complexity ef
in zircons contained in

host, rather the opposite

biotlte granite collected from

opaque minerals and their
Fig. Ia). "M" in Fig. Ia'

Recks and Minerals Studied with

Table

Nuclear Emulsion

6 Th-U tendency ef zircon in the

245

sample T.G. 831

RadioaÅëtive
 mineral Host mineral Th-U tendency

zircon

zircon or monazite

bietite

muscovite

 23

 o
 13

 28

 50

 31

 93

100

 68

100

Table 7 Th-Utendency of zlrcon m the granites

Sample Host mineral Th-U tendency

T.G. 550-2
T.G. 298
T. G. 889

T. G. 211--1

T. G. 895

T.G 674
T. G. 750

KG. 21
KG. 16 -
K. G. 24

Sttzuka Pass

I<asagi 1152

Mushima

628

sericitized albite

quartz and albite

orthoclase

quartz

quartz

quartz

quartz

quartz

quartz

quartz

quartz

albite

green hornblende

36, 46, 100(3), 94(4)

64

9

18(4)

14, 22

16(3)

23

2

8

19

54

4(2)

8(3)

                             ( ): number of measurements

                      minute minera}s, for instance, Tli exceeds U iR ratio more
                          than when it is biotite.
                      fluctuations becomes still more remarkable (see Table 7)
                     quartz where U exceeds Th in xatio as is the case both with
Tanakamiyama and with Kitashirakawa granite. But when sericitized albite is Sheir
                      tendency is common among zircon crystals.
    The notably radioactive minerals shown in Plate I (found in the medium grained
                          Unkoji quafry in Seto City, Aichi Prefecture) is cubic
                        radioactivity are Tpt == 179 and 143 (A aRd At in Plate I
                         is the malacon type zircon graiR which lies between
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quartz. Mt, At and A't correspond with M, A and A' in the ?late I Fig. Ib. They
seem to be the same uraninite grains26),2') already mentioned in the first report
of this paper8) on the Tanakamiyarna minute rainerals (Tpt==l52). These opaque
minera!s contain only uranium as the radioactive e!ement as is evident from the
alpha track length distribution.
    A pale yellow mineral shown in Plate I Fig. 2 is isotopic and its radioactivity is
Tdi == 75 which was included in the biotite of Minamisal<ura granite, Shiga Prefecture.

    Ooro granite (Naka County, Kyoto Prefecture) contains a pale yeliow minute
mineral. As is often the case, here in this rock, too, radial fractures are seen around

the radioactive mineral. This granite is coarse grained leucocratic one containing
comparativeiy abundant magnetite. The radioactiviÅíy of this mineraXs T.== 29.8.
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(Piate I Fig. 3) These strongiy radioactive minerals exist, theugh very rare,
every granitic thin section, just as large crystals of radioactive minerals happen
be seen in pegmatite.

in

to

       Radieactivity oÅí primcipal minerals, and the radioactive meaning
                         of rnagrnatic differentiation

    The microscopic observation of the tracks emitted from biotke give us the
impression of greater abundance of IDng tracks among them than among those
ejected from zircon grains; and this tendency was verified by measuring the track
length one by one. The four biotite fiakes (Shishitobi 896) have left during twelve
weeks' exposure 198 (Fig. 22a), 121 (Fig. 22b) 137, (Fig. 23a) and 202 (Fig. 23b)
tracks, respectively, numbers quite favorable for the microscopic track counting and
length measurement. Alpha tracks of different length were found to be distributed
as graphically illustrated in Fig. 24 by a, b, c aRd d; their comparison with the
theoretically presummed uvanium and thorium curves is given in the same figttre
(upper curve of the shadow part: Th, tmder the curve of it: U). Despite the occa-
sional discordance between the theoretical presttmption and the experimeRtal resu!t
as already stated in the previous reports II, III and IV, it is well determ}nable as
to wkether uranium or thorium is the principal radioactive eiement. How many
tracks ionger thaR IO, 15, 20 and 25 microns were found among al! the tracks
}onger than 5 microns, is illttstrated in Fig. 24 in which the curve, in close resem-
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Table 8 TIg-Utendency
   minerals
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of granitic

                 Table 9 Radioactivity of granitic biotites

.Sample Mineral Th-Utendency • Sample Color of
biotite

Radioactivity
    ( T.)

 846-2

 896-3

 896-1

 668

 846-1

 831

Mikumo

  831

sericitized albite

sericitized albite

green biotite

brown biotite

brown biotite

green biotite

green biotlte

green biotite

browR biotite

brown biotite

brown bietite

secondary mineral

100

100(3)

100(3)

66

42

2oe

100

100

15

13

7

65, 92, IOO

800

 550-1

 75e

 844(Asamiya)

 440

 697-2

 762

1152(Kasagi)

brown

green
brown "

brown
brown
brown
brewn

green

brown

o.oo2s, o.oe3d"

O.O032

O.OO088

e.ooo7s

O.OO15

O.OO!2

ODO025, 0.0005
o.ooe43

O.OO14

o.ooo24, o.ooels

Table 10 Radioactivity of orthoclase
quartz in granite

and Table 11 Radioactivity
plagioclase

of granitic

Sample Mineral RadioaÅëtivity
    ( T.)

224

seo

550

750

271

844

440

697

orthoclase perthite

quartz

orthoclase

orthoclape*

quartz

quartz

ortkoclase perthite

orthoclase

quartz
orthoclase*

quartz

orthoclase

quartz*

orthociase

quartz

orthoclase

quartz*

quartz*

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

under 0.1Å~10-3

0.72Å~le-3

under 0.1Å~20ww3

0.15 Å~ 10-3

0.88 Å~ 10-3

under 0.2 Å~ le-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

0.5Å~20-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

0.50Å~10-3

1.2Å~10-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

1DÅ~10-3
0.25Å~10-3

O.06 Å~ 10 -3

Sample
Radium

 content
 of rock
<10-i2g/g)

Mineral
(altered)

Radioactivity
    ( T.)

224

800

55e

750

271

844

440

697

2.09

0.92

1.87

1.48

1.75

l.22

2.06

0.77*S,;

sericitized

sericitized

sericitized

sericitized

    s;

    *
    *

2.5Å~le-3

1.4Å~10-3

0.5Å~10-3

1,5Å~10-S

0.25Å~10-3

0.5Å~10-3

1.1Å~10-3

1.i.Å~ 10-3

0.25Å~10-3

0.88Å~10-3

under 0.2 Å~ 10-3

0.75 Å~ 10-3

0.5Å~10-3

.0.46Å~10-3

0.56 Å~ 10 -3

O.lÅ~10-3

(*t with red stain)
(*
(*rk,

with red stain)
similar rocl< (696) near this sample)
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blance to that of al}anite grains included in Kitashirakawa granite, indicates us of

the indisputable thorium superabundance in these blctlte flakes. The longer tracks
than 20 microns cenfirrn the same tendency which is obtained from the result by
the similar treatment in the previous paragraph. Table 8 telis us that in sericitized
albite, like its inclusions, Tlz is dominant, while U is almost entirely lacking; that

biotite shows no generai tendency, narr}ely, Th excels U in Tanakarniyarna granite,
whereas U is alone dominant in Mikumo rock just as we saw in zircon inclusions
there; and in secondary mlnerals, where the radioactlve equilibrlum remains doubtful,

Th generally tends to be rich.
    Biotite in Tanakamlyama gxanite, especially in its green biotite <Repoft III)'3),
far exceeds, in radioactive order, Sho$e obtained by any ether authors' resuits (for

instance, O.H. MERL!N and others36) concerning those in granltic biotite (see
Table 9). Of brown biotite (sample T.G. 800) one flake (T.==O.O025) contains
minute radloactive inclusions, whi}e another fiake (T. ==O.O034) does not.

    As to the radioactive order of the essential minerals of granite, namely, of
quartz, orthoclase (Table 10) and plagioclase (Table 11) which exemplifies that of
plagioclase: as a rule, sericitlzed one is more radioactive than the fresh, and sodic

one is higher in activity than the calcic. Because of their much larger size, how-
ever, they play a bigger rele in the total activity of the rock than rainute radio-
active grains they contain. (AsAyAMA's measurement of granitic radium content is
listed also in Table 11).

    As for orthoclase and quartz, see Table 10 which tells us, despite the diverse
periods of expo$ure (sometimes even fer 111 days), at least that the red stained
ones are more radieactive than the not stalned.

    Table 8 shows us that, while green biotite of a later stage is rich in thorium,

                                       brown biotite oÅí an earlier stage than
                                       that is rich rather in uranium.
                                           Thor}um and uranium behavlor dur-
fi ing the granitic differentiat2on is no
}N.fi-' doubt much complicated. Generally, as
v the granite grows rnore acid, its Tk-U
•"-" content lncreases.>
'

"g. ;A. S. ADAMEs26) offered usafigure:
". "Relative alpha activity (in counts perfin hour) plotted asafunction of tlte ura-
< nium contenÅí of volcanic roeks from
                                       Lassen National Park, California" (97P).

   e t.o 2.o 'ae 4o "The plot", he says Åíurther, "suggests
         Ucontent expressed in parts that the Th-U ratio is roughly constant
                permillion in these rocks". Now let us examine
     Figure 25 The U-Th ratio during this figure moere closely, and ask: Can
     (,;.hii, rlll".g,il,la,t,iCGggff.ege,iit,iP",, ,,,. ,., the Th-U ratio be nearly congtant during

     p. 97) the magmatic differentiation?
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    ])ots in upper position above the line OA in Fig. 25 clearly indicate a tendency-

a tendency usual both in a series of volcanic rocks- that the Th-U ratio increases
from basic rocks toward acid ones, in other words, that in vo!canic rocks this ratio
is magnified as the magrnatic differentiaÅílon gets more advanced.

                      Radioaetive aiteratien of granits

    Granitic rocks have suffered the hydrothermal alteration at the Mikumo Hyakumai-

dani pottery stone mine.28) Quartz porphyry was once affected by granite into a
ieucocratic rock, to produce this pottery stone. The following two points distinguish,

in radioactivity, such a leucocratic rock from ordinary granite, quartz porphyry and
aplite :

    A) In leuco aplite and leuco graniÅíe we see feebly radioactive dark as
manganoan earthy stains whose chief radioactive source must be thorium, if judged
from its alpha track }ength distribution.

    Here, where the emulsion used for autoradiography was 15 microns thick, aipha
tracks over 20 microns were 13.6 acnd 17.8 per cent of the total tracks. This
distributioR ratio is diminished from 12.9 pey cent in the North Corean thorium rich
monazite to 1.9 per cent in Ogamo mine uranium rich coMnite.
    The dark spots in Mikumo soft leuco aplite vary in their radioactivity from
T. == O.018 to T. === 0.136. Now these spots are dtte to the lmpregnation of Fe and
Mn into quartz or feldspey and, because the rock iÅíself is porou$, the measured
radioactive order must be an apparent one and ln reality somewhat higher than
that. Anyhow, if thorium be its sole radioactive source, O.014-0.104 per cent•of
the rock must be assumed to be.therium. BuÅí, owing to its eminent emanating
power, the loss oÅí Tn and Rn must also be taken inte consideration.
    B) Here the kaolinized biotite aplite, altered into leuco aplite, has produced
the above said potteyy stone a!ong the joints left in the fresh biotite aplite. Deprived

of Fe by hydrothermai solution, it has been turned into dusty kaoline. The radio-
active superiority of fresh biotite (Tat == O.018-O.011) to i<aolinized one (T. ==O.013-

O.011) confirms tts of the big loss of radioactive materials leached away by hydro-
thermai so!ution. This radioactive difference is quite remarkab!e even at a few
centimeters' distance.

    Thus the radioactive elements leached away (with Fe and Mn) by hydrothermal
solution from fresh granite are redeposited in leucogranke or in leuÅëoaplite (pottery

stone) into fissures and dark spots. Such rocks, pulverized to test the emanating
power of these gases, reveal us the superabundance of Tn, that is to say, whi}e U
is washed away as uranil, Th thus !eached from granite is co-precipitated as ferro-
manganoan material. (Leueogranite and leucoaplite containing these dayk spots are
gangue for pottery stone.)
    Pulverized graniÅíe served for the radioactive determination of gases like Rn and
Tn.29),30),3i),32) The fo!lowing three points were made clear fromthe determination
of their emanaÅíing power by counting the alpha tracks which these gases issued
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into the air left on our photo plates:

    1) Their emanating power greatly depends not only on the amount, but also
on the condition, of their original radioactive elements.

    2) The comparative distribution of two branched tracks33) (though seldom,
two tracks starting from one point in V form) semiquaRtitatively determines which

of these gases is issuing more.
    3) Despite their nearly similar diffusion velocity in the air, the distance between

the pu!verized sample and the emulsion affects much in radioactivity, because of the

great difference in the half life of Rn, Tn and An.33) And this difference enables

us to tel! which gas or gases was affecting the emulsion. The radioactivity of
Actinon whose half life is extremely short is rendered determinable on this method.

Tbis in turn suggests sornething ef the original amount of their parent elements
(Ra, U and Th) and also of the original situation of these elements in the rock
(for instance, whether concentrated in minute lnclusions or as a hydrothermal
product or again as a weathered deposit)• Years long studies of th2s sort has
confirmed the author that, while Th is apt to remain in, U is likely to be leached away

from granitic rocks-as is evident in remarl<ably acid rocks like muscovite granite.

    The iact that some granitic reck, if pulverized into grains finer than 60 mesh, reveals the

same emanating power34), indicates no less than that the originai rnaterials preducing the
emanating gases are not minute crystal$, but some secondary earthy materials likely to issue

these gases.

                          Summary and conelusion

1 Rock radioactivity gradually decreases from just contact to homfels.
2 In the hornfelsic rock, dusty parts and biotite after cordierite are distinguished

   in activity.

3 In minute radioaetive minera!s, the relation of their quantity to their fadioactivity

   is in lognormal distribution.

4 Generally speaking, in batholith type granite these minute radioactive minerals
   are mostly feeble, but in stock type granite they are mainly strong in activity.
   In contact rock and near xenolith, however, grains of high as well as low order
   are found-in both types of granite.
5 The Th-U tendency registered in a pleochroic halo and the distributioBs of
   different length alpha tracks emitted from its nucleus mineral are in full agreement.

6 MinuSe zircon gfains are uranium fich in earlier stages of magmatic differentia-
   tion, but grow thorium rich in its later stages.

I The same trend is seen also iR biotite, and sericitized plagieclase in merely
   thor2um rich.
8 In acid igneous rocks in general uranium leaching and thorium storage, whlch
   took place in later stages of magmatic differentiation, have made the Th-U ratio
   higher than in earlier sÅíages.
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